Java Practice Questions: Oracle Certified Professional, Java SE 7 Programmer (OCPJP)
Synopsis

How to become a certified java programmer the easy way Java 7 certification exams are hard and tricky. Sometimes, experience in the Java language is not enough. You have to know the format of the questions and understand why some things are the way they are and when and how to use them properly. Do you know a good strategy to pass the exam? Many people would agree that a good strategy would be the following: Take a course that covers all the topics of the exam or study with a good study guide. Practice all you can with mock exams. The purpose behind this book is to support you with the second point. This book contains 120 questions for exam IZ0-804, Oracle Certified Professional Java SE 7 Programmer (OCPJP). It will help you to: Know what is covered by the exam. Increase your chances to pass the exam by practicing with similar questions. Strengthen your knowledge of the eight topics covered by the exam. Containing 10 questions for each exam topic, this book doesn't claim to have the largest number of practice questions. It claims to have questions that will help you pass the OCPJP exam. It focuses in quality, not quantity. Each question was chosen to test a particular point of every exam objective. They are not just filler questions that have no relation with the exam. Explanations for the answer(s) of every question are included.
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Customer Reviews

Only 10 questions for each topic. Not convenient way to check answers. I think Enthuware, mentioned in the comments, is much better. But if you want extra training, you can buy it. It's not expensive.
With this book I flipped through some of the questions just to see where I stood and I must admit I was lost. With saying that, it let's me know that I really need to study. It has some very good examples.

I got different views about twists and turns in coding..which helped me clear the exam..only thing is I referred many books and not just this one alone..but the questions were different from other books..thus widening my understanding..

There are some exam prep tools on the market, this along with the one by Enthuware is, in my opinion, one of the most difficult. Since difficulty is good if you want to be prepared, I highly recommend this.

Even though it has 10 questions per chapter each one tests something very basic and deep. This book is useful when the preparation is almost done and not a material for preparation itself. But worth it

Good choice for every one, who is preparing for OCP. The 120 questions is not so much, but each question is well thought out and tries to point out the treacherous section.

This book is part of my preparation for the Java 1Z0-804 certification and I just can say that it is really worthwhile to read.I had success in the exam.

I found the questions useful and challenging. I have not finished all the exams. Need to take exam in a month or so - so have to get cracking.
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